Famous Couple Isla Fisher and
Sacha Cohen Have Fun in the
Sun
By Kyanah Murphy
Though September may be on our heels, there is still just
enough summer left to go on a summer getaway! That’s exactly
what famous couple Isla Fisher and Sacha Cohen did. People.com
reports that the celebrity couple were having a celebrity
vacation at the French Riviera recently. In fact, Bono seemed
to have agreed that there was still enough summer to go on
vacation, as well as he was seen meeting up with Fisher and
Cohen, albeit in an all-black suit.

The celebrity couple decided to
take some time off and reconnect
with one another on a romantic
getaway. What are some ways to
reconnect with your partner when
you’ve grown distant?
Cupid’s Advice:
Everybody can use a break from life after a while, including
couples. However a vacation isn’t the only way a couple can
reconnect with one another. Cupid has some love advice:
1. Make a date with one another. Schedule in some time
together to do an activity together. This will allow you to

spend time with one another as well as get the communication
process flowing again.
Related Link:
Alone Time

Matthew McConaughey & Camila Alves Enjoy Some

2. Make your partner still feel valued. With distance, you may
be more critical of your partner. Try giving your partner
praises instead and do special things that show you still
value your partner.
Related Link: Valentine’s Day Special: Love the One You’re
With
3. Know when it’s time for help. If the distance doesn’t start
disappearing, make sure to tell your partner your concerns.
You may need some assistance as well, such as with counselling
(which is totally OK). Even if you have to go alone, seek out
help to improve your relationship.
Have you needed to reconnect with a partner? Share some
examples on how you reconnected below!

